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Let T be a closed densely delined linear operator in a Hilbert space H, and 
assume there exists t,, E p( T) such that Rt,( T) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The 
operator T is a special type of discrete operator, a so-called H-S discrete operator, 
which IS shown to be a Fredholm operator in H with Fredholm set equal to the 
whole complex plane. Let u(T) = { ,l,}z 1 where the operator TA, has ascent m,, let 
P,, i= 1, 2, . . . . be the projection of H onto the generalized eigenspace M[[ T,,lmS] 
along Ye[ [ TA,]“z], and let S, and M, be the subspaces of H consisting of all x E H 
such that x = I,“‘, P,x and such that P,x = 0 for i = I, 2, . . . . respectively. Suflicient 
conditions are introduced which guarantee that z= H and M, = {O}. These 
conditions require that IJR,(T)II be bounded on certain rays in the complex plane 
and llRl(T)ll + 0 as 1. + m on at least one of the rays, but specific decay rates for 
/I R,( r)ll are not necessary. r 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a closed densely defined linear operator in a Hilbert space H, 
and let Q(T) be the closed subspace of H spanned by the generalized eigen- 
vectors of T. In their celebrated treatise [Z, pp. 1038-10441 Dunford and 
Schwartz use Carleman’s inequality and the Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem 
to establish sufficient conditions for v(T) to coincide with H. An essential 
ingredient in their theorems is the requirement of a growth or decay rate 
for the resolvent of the form 
ll&.(m =004 -“) (1.1) 
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along arcs in the complex plane, where N is a positive integer. A version of 
one such result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2, p. 10421. Let T be a closed densely defined linear 
operator in a Hilbert space H, and assume there exists a point co E p(T) such 
that R,,(T) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let y ,, ,.., ys be rays from the 
origin in the complex plane such that the angles between adjacent rays are 
less than x/2. Suppose that the resolvent R,(T) satisfies an inequality 
)I R,(T)11 = 0( IAl-“) as I + co along each ray y,, where N is a positive 
integer. Then s;-P( T) = H. 
This theorem can be used to develop the spectral properties of differen- 
tial operators. For example, let T be the differential operator in L2[0, l] 
determined by z = -[d/dt]’ and by two independent boundary conditions 
B,(u)=a,u’(0)+b,u’(l)+a,u(O)+bOu(l)=O, 
B,(u)=c,u’(O)+d,u;(l)+c,u(O)+d,u(l)=O, (1.2) 
so 
9(T)= {ueH2[0, l]IB,(u)=B,(u)=O}, TM = 4’. 
When the boundary conditions (1.2) are regular (see [2, p. 23221 or [7, 
Part I, p. 57]), then we can establish the estimate (1.1) with N= 1 along 
any ray other than the positive real axis, and hence, by Theorem 1.1 we 
conclude that Sp( T) = L2 [0, 11. On the other hand, for irregular boundary 
conditions (1.2) the situation is more complicated, and in fact, it is 
impossible to obtain a decay rate of 0( lJ( - ‘) for the resolvent. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. In [9, p. 441 Stone considers a class of irregular boun- 
dary conditions which includes the differential operator T given by 
9(T)= {uEH~[O,~]~U’(O)-~‘(1)+~(1)=~(0)+~(1)=0}, TM= -u”. The 
eigenvalues of T are the roots of the equation sin & = 0, and hence, they 
are given by Lk = (kn)‘, k = 1,2, . . . . Fix ~9, with 0 < 0, < n/4, and let 
Q= {I~ECIIRI >yO and 8,<argL<2z-08,}, 
where y0 > 0 is a constant depending on BO. For each I EQ we form the 
function 
xi(t)=&.(T)(l) 
=A~l-[lsiny/;i]-l{sin$t+sin&(l-t) 
+2J;icosJXt-2&cos&(l-t)}, O<t<l. 
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Assuming y0 has been chosen sufficiently arge, it can be shown that 
IIR,(T)ll 3 IIXj.II >itan’;. 11.1 -j/4 for all 1. E Q. (1.3) 
This shows that it is impossible to obtain the decay rate ilR,(T)II =
0( lil- ’ ) as A + co on any ray in Q, implying that Theorem 1.1 is not 
applicable. In spite of this we can prove that 
IIR,(T)II d 18&ot ;. 111 -‘I* for all 2 E 52. (1.4) 
Remark 1.3. In his thesis [4, Theorem 71 Hoffman erroneously 
establishes the decay rate (1.1) with N= 1 for irregular boundary 
conditions (1.2). 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize Theorem 1.1 to permit weaker 
decay rates for the resolvent, and in particular, to obtain a theorem which 
is sufficiently general to handle problems such as Example 1.2. Our main 
result is given in Theorem 4.3, which extends Theorem 1.1 by requiring 
only that IIR,( T)ll be bounded on each yi and that II R,( T)II + 0 as A -+ cc 
on at least one of the yi. The rate at which IIR,(T)(I goes to 0 does not 
matter. In view of (1.4) Theorem 4.3 is immediately applicable to 
Example 1.2 to yield p(T) = L2[0, 11. 
Let us now briefly describe the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we 
examine a Fredholm operator T in a Hilbert space H, characterizing its 
spectrum o(T) and resolvent set p(T) relative to the component @ of the 
Fredholm set of T which contains the origin (see Theorem 2.1). We also 
develop the Laurent expansion for R,(T) about any point &E Q, (see 
Theorem 2.2). These results assume that there exists a point &, E @ n p(T), 
and most are well known. In Section 3 we make the additional assumption 
that @=@. Ifa( {Ai)pC=,, mi is the ascent of the operator Ti, = Ail-- T, 
and Pi is the projection of H onto the generalized eigenspace &‘“( [ T,,]“‘) 
along B?([Tj.,]“i), then we proceed to introduce and study the subspaces 
M, = {XE HlP;x=O, i= 1,2, . ..} 
and 
where S, = Sp( T). The principal result is a proof that for each 1 E @ the 
operator Ti maps 9(T) n M, l-1 onto M, (see Theorem 3.5). In 
Section 4 we establish the basic relationship between Fredholm operators 
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and discrete operators (see Theorem 4.1) and then present our main 
theorem (Theorem 4.3) which generalizes Theorem 1.1. 
In a series of future papers [6] we will use these results to give a 
comprehensive study of the spectral theory of all differential operators in 
L2 [0, 1 ] determined by t = -(d/dt)* and by all regular and irregular 
boundary conditions (1.2). Included in this work will be a treatment of 
multiple eigenvalues, as well as the details for Example 1.2. 
2. THE RESOLVENT OF A FREDHOLM OPERATOR 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm 11 (I, 
and let T be a Fredholm operator in H, i.e., T is a closed densely defined 
linear operator in H, the range 9(T) is closed, and the null spaces N(T) 
and M( T*) = B?( T)l are both finite-dimensional. Let @ denote the com- 
ponent of the Fredholm set of T which contains the origin. Clearly @ is a 
connected open set in C, OE 0, and for each 1~ @ the linear operator 
Tj. = AZ- T is a Fredholm operator in H. 
For each 1 E @ let i( T,) denote the index of the operator T, : 
i(T,)=dimM(T,)-dimN((T,)*). 
It is well known that i( T,) is constant throughout @ (see [S, p. 4261). Also, 
for each A E C define 
v(n) = :irnm dim JV( [ TAlk). 
We note that I is an eigenvalue of T iff v(1) > 0, in which case v(n) is the 
dimension of the generalized eigenspace corresponding to I, i.e., v(1) is the 
algebraic multiplicity of 1. 
In the following theorem we present some of the basic spectral properties 
of the Fredholm operator T relative to the set @. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a Fredholm operator in H, and assume there 
exists a point to E @ n p(T). Then 
(i) 0 < v(A) < co for all A E @, with A E p( T) iff v(A) = 0 and I E a(T) 
iff v(l) > 0. 
(ii) The set @ n a(T) is a denumerable set having no finite limit points 
in 0. 
(iii) For each point I, E @ there exists a 6, > 0 such that the punctured 
disk 0~ IA-A,,\ ~6, lies in @rip(T). 
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(iv) For each &E @ the ascent and descent of the operator T,., are 
finite and equal. In addition, if m, denotes the ascent qf Ti,,, then 
H=.~-([T,,]“O)O~([T,,]““‘) (2.1) 
as a topological direct sum. 
ProoJ Since v(rO) = 0, it follows from Theorem 2.1 in [S] that 
0 < v(n) < co for all 1 E @ and the set of all I E @J where 0 < v().) < cc is a 
denumerable set having no finite limit points in Qi. Also, i( T,,) = 0, and 
hence, 
i(T,)=O for all 1 E @, (2.2) 
or 
dim&“(T,)=dimM((T,)*)=dim9(Tj,)’ for all il E @. (2.3) 
It is immediate from (2.3) that ,?E @ belongs to p(T) iff v(i) =O. This 
establishes the first hree parts of the theorem. 
Next, fix any point 2, E @, and assume T,, has ascent m,, which is finite 
because ~(1,) < oz. From (2.2) we see that the products [T,,lk, 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . are all Fredholm operators of index 0, so 
dimJlr([T,O]k)=dimJ1/([(T~,,)*]k)=dim~([T~,]k)-L (2.4) 
for k = 0, 1,2, From (2.4) we conclude that the ascent and descent of Tj, 
are equal. The decomposition (2.1) results from Theorem V.6.2 in [lo], 
using the fact that %?((,I., - to) I- T,,) = a( T,,,) = H. Q.E.D. 
Using Theorem 2.1 and several well-known results (see Theorems V.2.3, 
V.10.1, V.10.2 in [lo]), we can next state the Laurent expansion for the 
resolvent R,(T) about any point 2, E @. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be a Fredholm operator in H, and assume there 
exists a point t,, E @ n p(T). 
(a) If &E @ n p(T), then there exists 6, >0 such that the disk 
)A - &I < 6, lies in @ n p(T), and 
R,(T)= f (A-,$$A, (2.5) 
n=O 
for all II-&I <6,, where A, = (- l)“R,,( T)“+’ and where the series 
converges in the uniform operator norm. 
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(b) rf & E @ n a( T) and ifmo (0 <m, < co) is the ascent of TAO, then 
there exists 6, > 0 such that the punctured disk 0 < [,I - 1,) < 6, lies in 
@ n p(T), and 
R,(T)= ~ (~-;io)“A,+ ~ Bn 
n=l (n-no)* 
(2.6) 
n=O 
for all 0~ IL - & < 6,, where the coefficients A, and B, belong to S?(H) 
and where the series converges in the uniform operator norm. In addition, 
B, #O for 1 <n dm,, B, is the projection of H onto the generalized 
eigenspace .N( [ T,,]“‘) along .%( [ Tj.~lmo), and 
T;,OAo = I- B,, (2.7) 
(-TJ”A.=A,, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.8) 
B ~+I=(-TJB~, n = 0, 1, . . . . m, - 1. (2.9) 
3. THE SUBSPACES M, AND S, FOR A FREDHOLM OPERATOR 
Suppose T is a Fredholm operator in H with @ = C, and assume there 
exists a point to E p(T). We know that TA is a Fredholm operator in H for 
each J. E C, and by Theorem 2.1 the spectrum u(T) is a denumerable set 
having no finite limit points (it may be finite or empty). Let 
a(T)= {A;)po=,, 
let mi (0 < mi < co) denote the ascent of the operator Tn, for i = 1,2, . . . . and 
let Pi, i = 1, 2, . . . . denote the projection of H onto the generalized 
eigenspace JV( [ T,z]“‘) along %?( [TJmi). To simplify the notation, the 
operator [TJm8 is denoted by T(ni) in the sequel. 
We know that the adjoint operators T* and (T,)* = IZ- T* = (T*), are 
Fredholm operators in H for all 1 E @, and 5, E p( T*) and C( T*) = (&f p”=, .
Also, the ascent and descent of the operator (T*)x, are both equal to mi for 
i= 1, 2, . . . (see Eq. (2.4)), and 
Jlr(T*(&)) = g(T(J;))’ and 9( T*(&)) = JV( T(1,))’ (3.1) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . It is well known that P*, i= 1, 2, . . . . is the projection of H 
onto the generalized eigenspace M(T*(L;)) along a(T*(;ii)) (see 
[2, p. 23131). 
Next, we introduce the closed subspaces 
M,: = ; .c@(T&)) = ( xEH\P,x=O,i=1,2,...) 
i= 1 
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and 
ML= fi qT*(i:,))= {xEHIP,*x=O,i= 1,2, . ..}. 
,=I 
together with the subspaces 
and 
There are simple examples of two-point differential operators in 
H= L2[0, 11 for which the subspaces S, and Sz are not closed, e.g., the 
earlier Example 1.2. The following theorem gives two decompositions of H 
in terms of these subspaces; the theorem is given in [2, p. 23551 for discrete 
operators. 
THEOREM 3.1. The Hilbert space H has the orthogonal direct sum decom- 
positions 
H=S,@M~=~@M,. (3.2) 
Proof: We observe that 
xEM~oP*x=O for i = 1, 2, . . . 
0 (P,u, x) = (24, P*x) = 0 for all u E H and for i = 1, 2, . . . 
- 
axes; =S&. Q.E.D. 
A basic property satisfied by the generalized eigenspaces is the fact that 
N(T(lj)) E w(T(ni)) (3.3) 
for all i#j, and as an immediate consequence we obtain the properties 
N(T(li)) n JlrCT(Ajzj)) = (0) for all i #j (3.4) 
and 
P,P,=6,P, for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . (3.5) 
Some additional elementary properties are stated in 
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LEMMA 3.2. For all 1 E @ and for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(a) T,x E N( T(I1,)) for aN x E Jv( T(A,)). 
(b) T,yEB(T(A,)) for all yE!B(T)nW(T(&)). 
In addition, for all i E p(T) and for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(c) R,(T)z~9(T)n9?(T(l~))for alZzE9(T(&)). 
The next two lemmas are simple consequences of the above properties. 
LEMMA 3.3. For i = 1, 2, . . . the operator Ti, maps 9(T) n B( T(1,)) l-l 
onto B( T(&)). 
LEMMA 3.4. For positive integers i # j the operator Tj., maps 
9(T) n 92( T(A,)) n B( T(,$)) l-l onto &?( T(&)) n &?( T(Aj)). 
The main result of this section is contained in our next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let T be a Fredholm operator in H with @ = @, and 
assume there exists a points &, E p(T). Then for each A E @ the operator TA 
maps 9(T) n M, l-l onto M,. 
Proof: Fix any 1 EC. From Lemma 3.2(b) it is clear that T, maps 
G@(T) n M, into M,, and for A E p(T) certainly TA is l-l on g(T) n M,, 
while for 1 E a(T) Lemma 3.3 shows that T, is l-l on 9(T) n M,. 
Therefore, we need only check the onto property. 
First, assume 1 Ed and take any ye M,. Then by Lemma 3.2(c) 
x = R,(T) y E C@(T) n M, with T,x = y, and hence, T, maps g(T) n M, 
onto M, in this case. 
Second, assume AEO(T), say 1= pi, and take any REM,. By 
Lemma 3.3 there exists a unique x E g(T) n a(T(A,)) such that T,, x = y. 
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that x E M,. Indeed, for any 
j # i there exists a unique z ES(T) n a( T(&)) n a( T(I1,)) with TA,z =y by 
Lemma 3.4. Since x and z both belong to C@(T) n %?( T(&)) where TA, is l-l, 
we must have x=z~.%?(T(~~)). We conclude that XEB?(T(A~)) for 
j = 1, 2, ..,, so x E M, . Q.E.D. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.5 is the following well-known 
result (see [2, p. 22951). 
COROLLARY 3.6. The subspace M, is either zero-dimensional or infinite- 
dimensional. 
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4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR S,, = H AND M, = {0} 
For a closed densely defined linear operator Tin H, we recall that T is a 
discrete operator if there exists a point &, E p(T) such that R<,(T) is com- 
pact (see [2, p. 2291 I). There is a close relationship between discrete 
operators and Fredholm operators. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a closed densely defined linear operator in H. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) T is a discrete operator in H. 
(b) T is a Fredholm operator in H with @ = @, and there exists a point 
to E p( T) such that R,,(T) is compact. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that (a) implies (b), so assume T is a dis- 
crete operator in H. Choose to E p(T) such that RSo( T) is compact, and set 
L = T,, and K = L-i = R,,(T). Clearly T,, is a Fredholm operator in H. 
Fix LE C with ;1# to, and let us proceed to show that T, is a Fredholm 
operator in H. 
A simple calculation shows that 
L(pZ- K) = (PI- K) L = pL - I for all p # 0, (4.1) 
where the three operators in (4.1) all have domain g(T) (see [2, p. 22931). 
Setting p = l/(tO - 1) in (4.1), we then obtain 
(4.2) 
which implies that 
g’f T,) = WK,), J’“(T,) = J-‘+(K,L and J((T,)*) = JWK,J*). 
Since K is compact, K, is a Fredholm operator on H, and hence, TA is a 
Fredholm operator in H. Q.E.D. 
In studying the subspaces M, and S,, we work with a slightly stronger 
class of operators than the discrete operators. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A closed densely defined linear operator T in H is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt discrete operator or an H-S discrete operator if there exists 
a point 50~ p(T) such that R,,(T) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Throughout the sequel we assume that T is an H-S discrete operator in 
H. In view of Theorem 4.1 the results of the previous sections are 
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applicable to T. We will utilize all the earlier notation and results in this 
section. 
By Theorem 3.5 the operator Tn maps 9(T)n M, l-l onto M, for 
each I E C. Let S= 7’(9( 7’) n M,, so the operator S;, = RI- S maps 
9(T) n M, l-l onto M,, and this yields the inverse operator 
(S;,)-‘: M, -$&+ NT)n& (4.3) 
for each AE 62. It follows from the Closed Graph Theorem that 
(S,))‘E%~(M,), and clearly (S,)p'=R,(T)IM, for each Iep(T). We 
are going to examine these inverses. 
Let L=S,:9(T)nM,-+M,, and then set K=L-':M,-+9(T)n 
M, , where KE g(M, ) and K = R,,(T) 1 M, . We now develop the basic 
properties of the operator K and relate them to the inverse (S,) ~ ‘. First, 
suppose b,LA and (u~}~,~ are orthonormal bases for 44, and Mk, 
respectively. Clearly the vectors 
mm4 “(q&?&f 
form an orthonormal basis for H, and 
“,FA IIR,,U-M12+ 1 lIR~o(Tb,d*-. 
PEE 
This proves that K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on M, with 
III Kill 6 IIIJQ,V)lll, (4.4) 
where 111 II/ denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator. 
Second, take any A # 0 in o(K). Since K is compact, A is an eigenvalue of 
K and there exists u #O in M, with Ku = Au. This implies that 
u E 9(T) n M, and u = ATtou, or 
and hence, <,, - (I/A) = li for some i and 
a contradiction. Therefore, o(K) = (0) and K is a quasi-nilpotent 
operator on M,. 
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Third, a straightfoward calculation shows that 
so 
(S~)p’=((O-tl) m'KR(,J~-j,)-I(K) (4.5) 
for all h # &,in C. This is a companion result for (4.2), and it follows 
formally from (4.2) by restriction and inversion. 
Fourth, by a corollary of Carleman’s inequality (see Corollary X1.6.28 in 
[2]) we have 
II&~~.p(~)ll d l5o-T’ exp it1 + IllK121i’o-42)} (4.6) 
for all ,? # to in C. Combining (4.5) and (4.6) yields the estimate 
II(SJ’ll Gsevif IllK1’lSo-~12} 
0 
(4.7) 
for all ;i # to in C. In addition, if IAl > 2jto1, then $A] < Ito - ;I/ < 2 IAl, and 
from (4.7) we obtain 
Il(SJ’II h4e’;ll!Kll exp{411~II12 IA’} (4.8) 
for all ;1 E @ with 111 > 21co I. 
With these preliminaries out of the way, we next present our main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be an H-S discrete linear operator in H with 
spectrum (r(T) = {A;>z 1. A ssume there exists a set of five rays, arg A = oli, 
j= 1, . . . . 5, such that 
(i) the angles between adjacent rays are less than n/2, 
(ii) for IAl sufficiently large all the points on the five rays belong to 
p(T) and llRA( T)II is bounded for these ;1, and 
(iii) on at least one of the rays llRl( T)ll + 0 as I -+ co. 
Then 
-- 
S,=Sz=H 
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and 
M, = M: = (0). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that M, = (O}, for Theorem 3.1 then 
yields E = H, and applying the same argument to T* gives M*, = {O} and 
s, = H. Fix any element x E M,. Take any y E H and define f: @ + C by 
f(n) = ((~i)-‘x~ Y) for AEC. 
We assert that f is an entire function of order ~2. 
First, take any point 1, E p(T). By Theorem 2.2(a) there exists 6,, > 0 
such that the disk (A - A0 1 < 6, lies in p(T), and 
f(A)= 2 (~-~o)“(A.X,Y) (4.9) 
n=O 
for all )A - A, 1 < 6,. Consequently, f is analytic on a neighborhood of each 
point A0 E p(T). 
Second, choose any point lo E c(T), and let m, denote the ascent of T&. 
Then by Theorem 2.2(b) there exists 6, >O such that the punctured disk 
O<(A-A,( <6, lies in p(T), and 
(4.10) 
for all O< IA-&I < 6,, where the A,, B, satisfy Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) and B1 is 
the projection of H onto Jtr( T(/z,)) along R(T(&)). But x E M, implies 
B,x=O, and from (2.9) B,x = 0 for n = 1, . . . . m,, and hence, (4.10) 
simplifies to 
f(A) = f (2 - ~oYY4zx, Y) (4.11) 
II=0 
for all O< (n-il,( -cc?,. 
Third, we can show that (4.11) remains valid for A= I,. Indeed, from 
(2.7) and (2.8) we see that A0 maps H into 9(T) and A, maps H into 
g(T”) with 
A,x = ( - T&)“A,x E 92( [ T&-J”) 
for n=O, 1, 2 ,.... Thus, A,xE~?(T)~~?(T(IZ,)), and by (2.7) 
T1, Aox = (I- B,) x=x. 
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On the other hand, (Sj,) ‘X also belongs to 9(T) n S!( T(&)) with 
Because T,, is l-l on G@(T) na(T(A,)) (see Lemma 3.3), we must have 
,4,x= (SJ’x, and hence, 
We conclude that (4.11) is valid for all II - & 1 < 6,, which proves that f is 
analytic on a neighborhood of each point A, E (T(T). 
Fourth, the above establishes that f is an entire function. Applying (4.8), 
we obtain 
If(~ 4e”ri’K” llxll llvll exp{2 111~11121421 (4.12) 
for all IAl >rD, where r,=max{2 l{J, l}>O. From (4.12) it is immediate 
thatfhas order <2 (see [l, pp. 142-143; 8, pp. 319-3211). This establishes 
the assertion. 
To complete the proof, we observe that f is bounded on each of the live 
rays arg I = 9,, j= 1, . . . . 5, by condition (ii): 
If(A)l d lIR2(T)ll llxll IIYII d Y llxll Il..4 
for IAl sufficiently large and for ,? on any of the five rays. The 
Phragmen-Lindeliif Theorem (see [3, Vol. II, p. 3971) then implies thatfis 
constant on C, and hence, in view of condition (iii) 
f(n)=((Sj.)~‘x,.Y)=o for all REC. (4.13) 
Now (4.13) is valid for arbitrary y E H, so (S,) ~ ‘x = 0 or x = 0. This proves 
that M, = {0), and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
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